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INDIGO Looms offer the choice of several harness -  lifting devices:

Hand Levers

Used for table looms which do not use treadles.

Lamms and Pulleys

Used in the HT models.

Countermarch

Used in the HPC and HRC models

Lamms and countermarchs are located upon the same axis to prevent them from getting tangled. This 
countermarch system has counterweights to lessen the weaver’s  physical effort.

Dobby Head

Used in the HTM, HPM and HRM models.

Both dobby head versions (mechanical and electronical) are moved by only two treadles. Once the peg plan is in 
place, one treadle lifts the harnesses and the other one changes the selection for next pick.

This system has remarkable advantages:

* Lessens the possibility of mistakes, so easy to make  when weaving long treadlings. 

* Weaving progresses faster than using other systems because each foot remains placed on the same treadle 
and does not have to move to the next treadle.

* There is no need to go under the loom to change the treadles tie up. Changing to a different weave can be 
done easily.

* Allows for the weaving of weave structures with a long number of combinations of harnesses up and 
down which would need a too long number of treadles in any other system.

* This feature allows to have up to 16 harnesses.

* Counterweights on the treadle moving the harnesses helps to reduce physical effort.

Electronical Dobby Head

This adds new advantages as tie ups and treadling orders are entered into the computer where they are stored 
for further use. The signal for harness movement comes from the computer and -once the entered data checked- 
there is no possibility of making mistakes.

* Weaving time is reduced as there is no need to manually prepare the peg plan and adjust it to the dobby 
head.

* Weave files are kept inside the computer. It takes an instant to open a new file and begin to weave a new 
fabric structure (provided that you have the right threading on your shafts, of course).

* There is no practically no limit to the amount of harnesses combinations present in a certain weave 
structure. The equivalent would be a loom with an infinite number of treadles.

Harness operation systems
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HT60 and HT90

Foot-powered low-warp looms, designed for hobbyists, teaching and light-weight fabrics production (width of 
55 – 85 cm. aprox.). Lams allow two types of tie-up: direct tie – up (one harness to one treadle) or  multiple 
harnesses tie up (several harnesses to the same treadle).

Loom sides have a cross shape that make the looms foldable, even when weaving is in progress, which makes 
for easy transport and storage without disassembly.

Dressing the loom and attaching the treadles are simple and quick processes, keeping warp waste and 
adjustments to a minimum.

Made in beech – tree first quality wood.

Dimensiones (en cm.)

Model Total
Width

DepthHeightWeaving
Width

Harnesses Treadles Weigth

84
84

104/118
104/118

60
90

78
108

4
4/8

4
4/8

HT60
HT90

27 kg
30 kg

Product Description:
Standard Equipment:

4 harnesses, 4 treadles, 2 warp sticks, 2 cross sticks, harness cords, 
treadle cords.

Optional Equipment:

Up to 8 harnesses (only for HT90). Second warp beam.

Small Foldable Models
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Product Description:

The same HT models fitted with dobby head in two versions: mechanical 
or electronic (computer runned).

Standard Equipment for mechanical dobby head:

4 harnesses, 6 dobby bars, 18 dobby pegs, 2 treadles, 2 warp sticks, 2 
cross sticks, harness cords, treadle cords.

Standard Equipment for electronic dobby head:

8 harnesses, 8 electromagnets, 2 treadles, 2 warp sticks, 2 cross sticks, 
harness cords, treadle cords.

Optional Equipment:

Up to 16 harnesses. Second warp beam.

37 kg
40 kg

Weigth

Measures (in cms.)

Model Total
Width

DepthHeightWeaving
Width

Harnesses Treadles

84
84

104/118
134/148

60
90

78
108

4/16
4/16

2
2

HT60M 
HT90M

HT60M and HT90M
Dobby Head Models
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Foot-powered low-warp professional looms

HP Models

Designed for production of medium-weight fabrics.

A sound construction and a medium size (100, 130 and 150 cms weaving widths) make these looms an ideal 
option for weavers with problems of space. This feature is enhanced by the fact that the back of the loom is 
foldable.

The back of the loom can also be laid on the floor for easier access to the harnesses and easier threading.

Its friction brake system allows advancing the warp from the weaver’s bench which allows for faster weaving.

Made in beech – tree first quality wood.

Product Description:

Countermarch looms. Weaving width: 100, 130 or 150 
cm.

Standard Equipment:

4 harnesses, 4 treadles, 2 warp sticks, 2 cross sticks, 
harness cords, treadle cords.

Optional Equipment:

Up to 8 harnesses and 8 treadles. Second warp beam. 
Sectional warping beam. Beater fitted with flying 
shuttle device.

90/115144
100
130
150

134
164 
184

4/8 4/8
HPC100
HPC130
HPC150

Measures (in cms.)

Model Total
Width

DepthHeightWeaving
Width

Harnesses Treadles Weigth

90 kg
110 kg
120 kg

HPC100, HPC130 and HPC150
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HPME100, HPME130 and HPME150

Product Description:

The same HP models fitted with dobby head in two 
versions: mechanical or electronic (computer runned).

Standard Equipment for mechanical dobby head:

4 harnesses, 6 dobby bars, 18 dobby pegs, 2 treadles, 2 
warp sticks, 2 cross sticks, harness cords, treadle cords.

Standard Equipment for electronic dobby head:

8 harnesses, 8 electromagnets, 2 treadles, 2 warp sticks, 2 
cross sticks, harness cords, treadle cords.

 Optional Equipment:

Up to 16 harnesses. Second warp beam. Sectional warping 
beam. Beater fitted with flying shuttle device.

90/115144
100
130
150

140
170
190 

8/16 2
HPM100/HPME100
HPM130/HPME130

HPM150/HPME150

Measures (in cms.)

Model Total
Width

DepthHeightWeaving
Width

Harnesses Treadles Weigth

100
120
130

HPM100, HPM130 and HPM150

Mechanical Dobby Head

Electronic Dobby Head
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Foot-powered low-warp professional looms, exceptionally solid and robust, designed for production of all kinds 
of textiles, including heavy weight upholstery fabrics and rugs.

Totally dismountable looms for easy transport.

Its friction brake system allows advancing the warp from the weaver’s bench which allows for faster weaving.

Made in beech – tree first quality wood.

HR Models

168166
150
170
190

180
200
220

4a8 4 a8
HR150C
HR170C
HR190C

Measures (in cms.)

Model Total
Width

DepthHeightWeaving
Width

Harnesses Treadles Weigth

130
150
170

HRC150, HRC170 and HRC190

Product Description:

Countermarch looms. Weaving width: 150, 170 or 190 cm.

Standard Equipment:

4 harnesses, 4 treadles, 2 warp sticks, 2 cross sticks, harness cords, treadle 
cords.

Optional Equipment:

Up to 8 harnesses and 8 treadles. Second warp beam. Sectional warping 
beam. Beater fitted with flying shuttle device. 

Foot-powered low-warp professional looms
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HR150M, HR170M and HR190M

Product Description: 

The same HR models fitted with dobby head in two versions: mechanical or electronic (computer runned).

Standard Equipment for mechanical dobby head:

4 harnesses, 6 dobby bars, 18 dobby pegs, 2 treadles, 2 warp sticks, 2 cross sticks, harness cords, treadle cords.

Standard Equipment for electronic dobby head:

8 harnesses, 8 electromagnets, 2 treadles, 2 warp sticks, 2 cross sticks, harness cords, treadle cords.

 Optional Equipment:

Up to 16 harnesses. Second warp beam. Sectional warping beam. Beater fitted with flying shuttle device. 

 HR150ME, HR170ME, and HR190ME

168166

150
170
190
150
170
190

180
200
220
180
200
220

4/8
4/8
4/8
8/16
8/16
8/16

2

HR150M
HR170M
HR190M
HR150ME
HR170ME
HR190ME

Measures (in cms.)

Model Total
Width

DepthHeightWeaving
Width

Harnesses Treadles Weigth

140
160
180
140
160
180
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H Models

Table looms suited for hobbying, teaching, sampling and designing. Each harness is connected to a lever located 
on the side of the harness castle. On the contrary than foot-powered looms, an infinite number of combinations 
is possible, not being restricted by the available number of treadles.

Their small size makes them very easy to transport and store. Ideal for classrooms that are being used for 
multiple activities.

The simplicity of the mechanism keeps adjustments to a minimum.
.

Made in beech – tree first quality wood.

Product Description:

Table loom. Weaving width: 38 cm and 60 cms.

Standard Equipment:

4 harnesses, 2 warp sticks, 2 cross sticks, harness cords.

Optional Equipment:

Up to 8 harnesses. Second warp beam.

Product Description:

Weaving width 40 cm. The harnesses are rised with both hands and fixed 
by lateral springs.

Standard Equipment:

4 harnesses, 2 warp sticks, 2 cross sticks, 200 Texsolv heddles, one 4 
dents/cm reed  and 2 flat shuttles.

Optional Equipment:

Up to 16 harnesses. Stand for table loom. Second warp beam 
(with stand).

H40LT (Louet)

H38 and H60
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One of the most popular wheel in the world. Left-handed 
Traditional also available.

Product Description:
Wheel Diameter: 56cm (22”)
Orifice: 1cm (3/8”)
Bobbin Capacity: 100gm (3-4oz)
Ratios: 7.5, 10.1:1, & 14:1 Bobbin Lead
Weight: 8kg (17.5lb

Included Accessories:

4 Bobbins & Lazy Kate
Optional Accessories:

Double Treadle Kit for Easier Treadling and more even 
Spinning

Traditional Single Drive

The same popular wheel as the scotch tension traditional, 
but with the benefits of both double drive for fine 
worsted yarns and scotch tension for softer woolen yarns.

Optional Accessories:

Niddy Noddy:                                                           
Makes a 1.5m (5’) round skein. It has specially 
shaped crossbars that allow the skein (hank) of 
yarn to slide off easily.

Skein Holder:                                                            
Holds 1.5m (5 ft.) skeins. It comes with clamp.

Ball Winder:

 Converts skeins into balls. It comes with clamp.

Maintenance Kit:

 Contains everything needed to keep wheels in 
top working order. Includes: non staining oil, 
threading hook, tension spring, flyer hooks, conrod 
connector, brake and drive bands.

Traditional Double Drive

Ashford

Ashford
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Accessories
Ashford

Drum Carder

Product Description:

Card 50g (2 oz) batts.  Adjustable drums to suit all fibres. Clamps 
and awl included. Choose from 72 point or 36 point. Non slip rubber 
feet and laquer finish. Use 72 point for fine fleeces and 36 point for 
stronger fleece types.

Hand Carders

The Student Handcarders are strong and will handle hard wear. (72 point cloth)

Flick Carder

The Flick Carder is used to card staples of 
fleece for spinning.

Turkish Spindle

This is a fun way to make a perfect ball of original handspun 
yarn.  The crossbars slide away to leave the ball yarn intact, and 
weighs 50gm (1 1/2 oz)

Top Whorl

Tws 65 - 1.3 oz 

Tws 95 - 3.0 oz

Two sizes.  Both  of these spindles are well balanced, have strong spring wire 
hooks bent to help keep your yarn from arcing out of the hook.  The spindles 
are lightly finished with lacquer. The long shafts help to balance the spindle 
and allow for “down the thigh” propulsion for high speed spinning. 

Drop Spindle Classic

This spindle is a good all rounder for beginners and spinners making medium weight 
yarns.  The spindle weighs 95gms ( 3oz)

Student Top Whorl

Reasonably priced and ideal for teachers needing spindles 
for teaching
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HM5-LT Drumcarder (Louet)

A8LT  Bobbin winder

A3-2 to A355  Rug shutlles (Toika)

A4LT Flying Shuttle (Toika)

A4TK-3 Double bobbin shuttle (Toika)

A4TK-2 Roller shuttle, 42 cm, Depth (Toika)
A4TK-1 Roller shuttle, 32 cm Depth (Toika)

The intermeshing of the teeth ensures 
that the fibres are combed efficiently. The 
extra long teeth 13mm allow these carders 
to produce thicker and longer batts than 
the conventional carders. The drum has a 
diameter of 25cm. 

Drumcarders come with doffer brush, doffer 
pin and instructions. Weight: 7,6 kgs.
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A7TK-5 Detail

A14LT Bobbin rack for   
32 bobbins (Louet)

H20TK          Cards for cardweaving (Toika)

H21TK Band reed (Toika)

A9TK            Wooden skein winder  
               (metal axis) (Toika)

A7TK-5         Rug Stretcher (Toika)

A7TK-1 to 3  Metal Stretchers (Toika)
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V65 Model

Small frame loom, 65 cm wide, suited for hobbying, teaching, sampling and designing. Easy to disassemble. Their 
small size makes them very easy to transport and store. Ideal for classrooms that are being used for multiple 
activities. 

Solidly built in beech – tree first quality wood.

Product Description

It comes with an adjustable cross bar and winged bolts to adjust the warp tension.  
Cross sticks are also included.

To maintain a constant warp density, both the upper and lower bars of the frame 
have metal spacers built into the wood.

Two small pieces with clamps support the loom to a table or separate it from the 
wall vertical for easy weaving.

Height
total

Measures (in cms.)

Model Total
Width

HeightWeaving
Width

Weigth

95
198
198

75
118/165
118/165

57
90
140

69
108
158

Depth

15
50
50

V65
VA100
VA150

8 kg
15 kg
20 kg

Frame looms designed for easy weaving of classic 
and contemporary tapestries. it is built in two 
weaving widths: 100 and 150 cms.

Product Description

It comes with an adjustable cross bar and winged 
bolts to adjust the warp tension. This adjustable 
bar can be fixed to two different heights to reduce 
warp waste to a minimum if the weaving is not 
very high.

Cross sticks are included.

Solidly built in beech – tree first quality wood.

VA Models
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Modular structure for tapestry weaving. Ideal for classrooms. Easy to 
assemble and disassemble. Solidly built in beech – tree first quality wood.

Product Description

It is built in frames that form square modules designed to be added to the 
first one in any direction or shape according to the available space.

The minimum configuration is for 4 weavers, each of them with a 
weaving width of 90 cms.

A cross stick for each side of the frame is included.

60kg
75kg
90kg
25kg

190
190
190
190

150
150
150
135

140
190
240
90

164
214
264
108

60
60
60
108

VP150
VP200
VP250
VM

Height
Height
total

Measures (in cms.)

Model Total
Width

Weaving
Width

WeigthDepth

Professional tapestry looms suited for the weaving of classical and contemporary tapestries and knotted rugs.

Product Description

Very solidly built, it features robust 
warp and cloth beams fixed by steel 
ratchets. It can be easily dismounted.

A very high tension can be put in the 
warp by two heavy steel screws placed 
on each side of the loom.

Standad equipment:

Heddle stick and the pieces to support 
it. Cross stick. A stainless steel warp 
reed to space the warp (1 dent / cm).

Solidly built in beech – tree first quality 
wood.

VP Models

VM Model


